
5 benefits of Azure  
for Healthcare IT 
Healthcare organizations are using Azure 
to address new challenges and re-imagine 
patient and caregiver experiences. 

Managing hybrid IT is becoming more complex and resource 
intensive. Organizations are spending valuable time, talent, 
and money on IT maintenance vs. care delivery innovation. 
  
By partnering with Kyndryl, you can optimize your hybrid  
environment and focus on strategic tasks. Through our deep  
technical and industry expertise combined with the agility of 
a managed cloud, future-proof your IT and free your teams to 
deliver meaningful care.

We’ll help you unlock five IT benefits so 
you can focus on what’s most important – 
your patients and caregivers: 

• Enable total cost of ownership savings through a transparent, 
consumption-based model

• Enhance cybersecurity to stay ahead of threats, protecting 
confidential data and minimizing service interruptions  

• Improve operational resiliency to respond to demand 
fluctuations and prevent and minimize disruptions

• Accelerate innovation and benefit from industry-wide tech 
investments in Azure through your modern cloud-based 
infrastructure

• Improve collaboration and information sharing through 
secure cloud and industry standards 
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How we help

With 30+ years of designing, building, and managing 
mission-critical IT environments, Kyndryl empowers 
thousands of customers to do their best work. 

Our technical experts and broad network of partners plan 
for your unique needs. We meet you where you are in your 
journey to co-create a hybrid cloud environment built for 
your success.

Through our experience with providers, payers, and  
life sciences organizations of all sizes, we understand 
the nuances and metrics vital to success in your 
complex industry. We’re here to help you accelerate 
transformation and realize the potential of value-based, 
patient-centric care.

•   Advise on every step of the journey to cloud

•    Design and execute Azure cloud architecture  
and solution design

•    Build innovative applications and experiences

•    Move and modernize workloads and applications

•    Manage, govern, and optimize multicloud environments

Why Kyndryl?
Kyndryl has deep expertise in designing, running  
and managing the most modern, efficient and reliable 
technology infrastructure that the world depends on every 
day. We are deeply committed to advancing the critical 
infrastructure that powers human progress. We’re building 
on our foundation of excellence by creating systems in 
new ways: bringing in the right partners, investing in our 
business, and working side-by-side with our customers  
to unlock potential.

To learn more about how Kyndryl can help you  
manage your Hybrid Cloud Services, contact  
HealthIT@kyndryl.com or your Kyndryl representative.  
Visit us at kyndryl.com.

Our framework 
We make managing your hybrid cloud environment 
seamless and secure
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